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diverse collection of giant transparent bubbles are floating
around Tokyo Bay as part of an art project. The giant bubbles at
Chikuma City's Sotobori Marine Park have the shape of
vegetables and fruits including a potato, a potato with wings,
and a cherry. The bubbles are measuring up to 100 meters in
diameter and floating several meters above the ground. The
bubbles are in fact a huge air ball, or a giant air balloon. Japan's
summer is more humid than Europe, which brings more fog on
the area. Floating a giant air ball will hopefully cool down the
area, as it would dissipate the warm air. The art project was
planned by the Chikuma City. The city is currently holding a
contest to choose the future "flower" of the giant air ball. The
floating giant air ball will be a symbol of Chikuma City and will
be unveiled in 2018. Source: Tokyo Sports via Naver Matome
(Photo: Juju)Bile acid profile and bile acid synthesis in humans.
Although the bile acid synthesis is viewed as a very complex,
multicompartmental process, which involves many biosynthetic
reactions and has a high degree of compartmentalization, it is
basically a two-step process in which the cholesterol-lowering
bile acids are synthesized from cholesterol. The first step
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involves the hydroxylation of cholesterol in the liver, followed
by the conjugation of the resulting 3-hydroxycholesterols with
primary or secondary bile acids. Primary bile acids consist of
chenodeoxycholic and cholic acid, which are sulfated and
glycine or taurine conjugated. Secondary bile acids include
deoxycholic acid, lithocholic acid, ursodeoxycholic acid,
glycocholic acid, and taurocholic acid, which are glycine or
taurine conjugated. The currently proposed mechanism of bile
acid synthesis is that the first step is a mitochondrial
hydroxylation reaction catalyzed by cytochrome P-450,
followed by the conjugation reaction in the endoplasmic
reticulum. As such, the activities of all the enzymes
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Angular 2 and FormArray I need to populate the values of this formArray to an array, and then show it in my html. const
myForm = this.fb.group({ myArray: this.fb.array([this.fb.group({val: []})]) }); I'm new in this world of angular, so I don't know
how to populate this. I want to show in my html this: My object returned by this.fb.group() is this: this.fb.group({ myArray:
this.fb.array([this.fb.group({val: []})]) }); My question is: How to make this? A: Since you are creating an empty array of
FormGroups you have to reference the index in that array when adding the group to the FormArray. Here's an example class
AppComponent { form: FormGroup; constructor() { this.form 2d92ce491b
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